Do prescription drug monitoring programs encourage prescription - or illicit - opioid abuse?
Background: Prescription drug monitoring programs (PDMPs) are tools that states can use to fight prescription opioid misuse within their jurisdiction. However, because PDMPs make prescription opioids more difficult to access, these programs may have the unintended consequence of increasing deaths related to illicit opioids. Methods: This study uses fixed effects models to estimate how PDMP regulatory strength is associated with both prescription opioid- and heroin-related deaths between 1999 and 2016. PDMP regulatory strength is measured by creating a score using multiple correspondence analysis (MCA). Additional models replace the MCA score with a binary indicator for the presence of one particular regulation requiring physicians to access the system before writing opioid prescriptions. Results: Results show that continuous measures of PDMP strength are not generally associated with prescription opioid- or heroin-related death rates. Yet, one model does show that PDMP scores are positively associated with the heroin-related death rate. The models using the binary mandatory access variable show a strong positive association with both prescription opioid and heroin deaths. Conclusions: This study supports the theory that more stringent state PDMPs are associated with higher rates of heroin-related deaths, potentially due to decreases in prescription opioid availability.